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Abstract. Let G be a finite group and ,A/C denote the set of non-trivial proper normal

subgroups of G. An element K of NC is said to be n-decomposable if K is a union of

n distinct conjugacy classes of G.
In this paper, we investigate the structure of finite groups G in which G' is a

union of three distinct conjugacy classes of G. We prove, under certain conditions, G

is a Flobenius group with kernel G/ and its complement is abelian. F\rrthermore, we

investigate the structure of finite groups G in which NC # A and every element of .A/C

is n-decomposable, for a given rz. When G is solvable or n :2,3,4, we determine the

structure of such groups.

1. Introduction

Let G be a finite group and let .A/c be the set of non-trivial proper normal

subgroups of G. Following Shahryari and Shahabi [10], we say that a normal

subgroup I/ of the group G is a small subgroup if H : IUCIG(h), in which h is

non-central and Cls(h) denotes the G-conjugacy class containing h. It is easy

to see that H < Gt and ll/ l( lHl- 1) l lcl. Moreover,If is an elementary abelian

normal subgroup of G. In [t0], Shahryari and Shahabi studied the structure of
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finite groups with a small subgroup. They proved that, under certain conditions,
G is a Flobenius group with kernel I/.

In this connection, one might ask about the structure of G, if G has a nor-
mal subgroup which is a union of three or four distinct conjugacy classes. For
convenience, we say that a normal subgroup of G is n-decomposable if it is a
union of n distinct conjugacy classes of G.

In [11], Shahryari and Shahabi studied the structure of finite groups G with
a normal subgroup If which is 3-decomposable. They proved that f/ is either an
elementary abelian subgroup, a metabelian pgroup or a Flobenius group with
elementary abelian kernei I/'.

In [12], Riese and Shahabi determined the structure of finite groups G with a
normal 4-decomposable subgroup If. In this case, they proved that the number
of characteristic subgroups of G is at most 4 and H is either a pgroup with
H" : !, an alternating group of degree 5 with GICG@) ry ,9s or a subgroup
of order poqb, where p,q are distinct primes and a, b are positive integers. Also,
they determined the structure of the subgroup I/, when f/ is a subgroup of order
p"qb, in which p, g are distinct primes and o, b are positive integers.

In this paper, as usual, G'denotes the derived subgroup of G, Z(G) isthe
center of G, O(G) is the Flattini subgroup of G and E(1f) ls an elementary
abelian group of order p'. Throughout this paper, all groups considered are
assumed to be finite. Our notation is standard and taken mainly from [2,4,6].

2. Main Results and Theorems

LeL h, be a non-central element of a group G and let H : 1 U Cl6(h) be a
small subgroup of G. In [10], Shahryari and Shahabi studied the structure of G
with the additional condition that G': -Ff and Z(G):1. With this condition,
they proved that G is a Frobenius group with kernel I/ and its complement is
abelian. Moreover, lcl : lH l(lH | - 1), Cc (h) : H, G has exactly one irreducible
non-linear character X with X(1) : lG : Hl and X(h) : -1.

In what follows, under certain condition, we improve this result to the case
that G/ is 3-decomposable.

Theorem l. Let G be o finite centerless group, G' : IUCIs(g)UCls(h), g,h
be non-conjugate and non-ceritral elements of G and h-r e Clcb). Then the

follouting assert'ions hold,s :
(i) G is soluable and G' is the unique m'inimal normal subgroup of G,

(ii) G is a Frobenius group ruith kernel G' and its complement is cycli,c,
(iii) G has exactly two irreducible non-linear character y and { utitll X(1) :

r / ( 1 ) : l G : G ' 1 ,
(iv) lcl : (t/z)p"(p" - 1), in which p" = lG'\.

Proof. It follows from [11, Proposition 1] and its proof that Gt is elementary
abelian and is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Suppose 1 I tr ( G. Since
Z(G) : I, | + lG, L) g t'nG', and so l.L a G'l > 1. By the minimality of G/, we
have G' ! .L. So G' is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Again, since
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Z(G) :1, by Theoreml.2.7 of [8], G is not nilpotent, and by Wielandt's theorem

(tti l), C' g @G).Therefore, theie exists a maximal subgroup M of G such that

G '  g  M .Now G l  oM <  M and  so  M (  Nc (G 'nM) .  S ince  G ' i s  abe l i an ,

G'iM { G', hence G' 3 Nc(G' nM). This shows that G : G'M < N6(G'QM).

Hencb G' n M is a normal subgroup of G. As G' is the unique minimal normal
subgroup of G, G'nM :1. This shows that M is an abelian subgroup'of G

and G is solvable.
Suppose M < G. Since M f)Gt :1 and G : G'M, by Theorem 2.5.2 of [3]'

G=Gt xM. SoGisabel ian,  acontradic t ion.  Assume g €G\M,thenMs *  M.

As M and Ms arc abelian subgroups of G, they are contained in N6(M n Mc).

Therefore MnMc is a normal subgroup of \M, Ms) : G, G is a Flobenius group

with kernel G' and its complement is abelian. As a Flobenius complement cannot

contain any subgroup of type (p,p), uny Flobenius complement of G is cyclic.

Since G is a Ftobenius group with complement M, each irreducible character

of M extends uniquely to an irreducible character of G containing G' in its

kernel. So, by [7, Theorem 5.1], G' has two G-conjugacy classes of non-principal

irreducible characters. Suppose rj1 and n2 aretwo representatives ofthese classes.

If. y : af and ,1, : ,lf then 1 and ty' are the only irreducible characters of G and

X(1)  :  ,hG) :  lG :  Gt l .  F\ r thermore,  s ince G/  is  abel ian,  ( lc ' l  -  L) l lMl :2.
This completes the proof. t

The following lemma, which improves Corollary 7 of [11]' will be used later.

Lernrna L.  Let  H :  luCl6@)uCl6(h) ,  h-r  e Cl6(h)  and (o(g) ,o(h))  :  1 .
Then H 'is a Froben'ius group of order 2np, where P : 2n - I is prime.

Proof. Without Ioss of generality, we can assume that gh,hg e CI6(h). BV
Lemma 3 of [11], ff is a F]obenius group of order p^qn, for some distinct primes
p and q, and some positive integers n and rn. By Lemma 5 of [11], I// is a small
subgroup of If, and, by Lemma 4 of [11], Z(H) :1. So, by Theorem 2.1 of [10],
l l f l  : l f l l l( lH'l - I). On the other hand, by Lemma 6 of [11], l l f l  : pqn. This
shows that p: qn - 1 and so g - 2. This concludes the proof of the lemma. I

Flom now all, G is assumed to be a finite non-complete group, i.e. G' I G.
We investigate the structure of the group G with the condition that every non-
trivial proper normal subgroup of G is n-decomposable, for a given n. We
denote the set of all such positive integers by A. In the following simple lemma,
we determine the structure of abelian groups with the mentioned condition.

Lemma 2. Let G be a finite abelian group in whi.ch ang non-triuial proper

normal subgroup is n-decomposable. Then n is a prime number and G has ord,er
n2.

Proof. Elementary. r

The previous lemma shows that p e L, for any prime p. In the following
example, we show that 1 + (p - I)lq e A, in which p,q are primes and glp - 1.
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Erarnple 1. Let G be a non-abelian group of order pg, in which p and g are
primes and p > q. It is well known that qlp - 1 and G has exactly one normal
subgroup. Suppose that I/ : (a) is the normal subgroup of G. Then 1{ is
(1+ (p-  1) /q)-decomposable.  This shows that  1+(p- l ) lqe A,  for  any pai r
of prime numbers p and q with glp - 1.

In the following theorem, we investigate the structure of a finite solvable
group G with the condition that every normal subgroup of G is n-decomposable.
In fact. we have:

Theorern 2. Suppose that G is a non-abeli,an and euery element of N6 is
n-decomposable. We haue:

(i) Euerv elernent of Nc is masimal and also m'in'imal in Nc,
(i i) G is centerless or n is a prime number and lZ(G)l: n,

(iii) # K and, L are two di,sti,nct elements of Nc, then G : K x L,
(iv) ff K is a soluable element of Nc, then i,t is elementary abelian,
(") If euery element of Nc is soluable, then Nc consists of only one element,

(vi) G is solaable if and only if Gt is abel'ian; in such e case, Ns : {G'},
Gt = Bk)') and is maximal in G, G is a Froben'ius group with kernel Gt
and'its cornplement is a cyclic aroup of prime order q with p' - 1 : (n.- 1)q.

Proof. (i), (ii) and (iii) are obvious. For (iv), we can see that K is characteristi-
cally simple. As K is solvable, it is elementary abelian. (iv) is then proved. We
now assume that every element of ,A/c is solvable and K and Z are two different
elements of Nc, then by (iii) and (iv), G is abelian, a contradiction. So (v)
follows.

Finally, assume that G is solvable. By (u), Nc : {G'} and, by (i), G/ is
a maximal subgroup of G. This shows that lG : Gtl: g with q prime. Since
G' is a minimal normal subgroup of. G, Gt is an elementary abelian subgroup of
order, say p'. Thus, lGl: p'q. Since G is not abelian, q + p and C6@) : G',
for any x e Gt, n + l. Therefore, by [7, Theorem 1.2], G is a Flobenius group
wi th kernel  G' .  S ince G/ is  abel ian,  by [7,  Theorem 5.1] ,  n  -  1:  ( lG' l  - t ) lq .

Therefore, p" - I: (n - 1)q, as desired. I

Theorem 3. Suppose that euery proper non-triuial nonnal subgroup of G is
small. Then one of the following holds:
(a) G is an abelian group of order.(,
(b) G zs 'isomorph'ic to Ss, the symmetric group on three sgmbols,
(c) G is isornorph'ic to the sem'idirect product Zp;E(2'), 'in wh'ich p :2n - | 'is

prime, and, for a giuen positi,ue integer n and, a prime nurnber p such that
p:2n - 7, there exists at most one such a group.

Proof . By Lemma 2, we can assume that G is not abelian. According to Theorem
2.I of [10], G/ is the unique non-trivial proper normal subgroup of G and is
elementary abelian. By Theorem 2, G is a semidirect product of an elementary
abelian subgroup of order qn by a cyclic group of order p with p prime, and
p :  q n  -  1 .  T h e r e f o t l ,  e : 2 o r  q : p + 1 .  I f  q : p +  1 ,  t h e n  p : 2 ,  g : 3  a n d
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G is isomorphic to ^9s. Suppose q = 2. Then G is isomorphic to the semidirect
product Zp;E(2 ), in which p -- 2n - I. It is well known that Aut(G/) ry

GL(2,n) and IGL(2,n)l : pm, where (p, m) : L If f : Zo ---- GL(2,n) is a
group homomorphism, then o(/(1)) : 1 or p. If o(/(t)) : 1 then G is abelian,
a contradiction. Thus, o(/(1)) - p and the image of Z, is a Sylow subgroup of
GL(z,n), proving the theorem: I

Theorem 4. Suppose th,at euery proper non-triuial nortnal subgroup of G is a
un'ion of three conjugacy classes of G. Then one of the follotuing holds:
(a) G is an abelian group of order g,

(b) G is a group of order pq, p and q are primes and q- (p - L)12,
(c) G is isomorph'ic to the semid'irect product Zq;E(3 ), i,n which q : I ls

prime and, for a giuen positiue 'integer n and a prime nurnber q such that

e: t#, there exists at most one such a group.

Prool. Suppose that G is non-abelian. Let 11 be an element of. Nc. As If is
3-decomposable, it follows from [11] that 11 is solvable. By Theorem 2, G/ is the
unique element of Nc and is elementary abelian. Again, by Theorem 2, G is
either centerless or lZ(G)l: p. If lZ(G)l: p then, since G/ : Z(G), G has order
pq with q prime; such a non-abelian group is then centerless, a contradiction.
So G is centerless. Suppose lG'l : pn and lcll lc' l  

- 
e, e is prime. By Theorem

2, pn - I : 2q. Since q is prime, n : 1 or n > 1 and p -- 3. If. n : l,then G has
order pq with p and q prime and q - (p-l)l2.If n. > 1, then G is isomorphic to
a semidirect product of the elementary abelian group E (3') by a cyclic group of
order q: (3'- 1)/2 with q prime. A similar argument as in Theorem 3 shows
that, if there exists such a group, it is unique. This completes the theorem. r

Theorem 5. Suppose that euery proper non-trivial normal subgroup of G is
l-decomposable. Then one of the following holds:
(a) G = Ss, the syrnmetric group on fiue letters,
(b )  G ' i s  a  g roup  o f  o rde rpq ,p  andq  a rep r imes  andq -  (p - l ) 13 ,
(c) G is isomorphic to the semidi,rect product Zq;E(2*), in which q : (2 -l)/3

'is prime, and, for a giuen positiue integer n and a prirne number q such that
q: (2" - I)13, there erists at most one such a group.

Proof. By Lemma 2, G is not abelian. We first assume that Nc contains a
non-solvable subgroup H of G. By Theorem 1 of [12], H ry As, the alternating
group of degree 5 and GlCs(I/) = ,95. Suppose Cc(H) + l. ft C6(H) : Q
then Il C Z (G), a contradiction. So we can assume that I I Cc(H) I G. Since
ff is not abelian, H + CG(H), G = H x C6(H) and ^95 e GICG(H) = As,
which is impossible. Therefore, Cc@): 1 and 

" 
= ,9s.

We next assume that every element of ,A/c is solvable. By Theorem 2, N6 :

{G'} and G/ is elementary abelian. This shows that G is a solvable group and, by
Theorem 2, G is a centerless group of order pnq with p, g prime and pn - L : 3q.
Since p and q are primes, n 1 2 or n ) 2 and p : 2. If. n 1 2 then n : 1 and

lGl: pq, in which p and q: (p- 1)/3 are prime numbers. Thus, we can assume
that n, ) 2 and p :2. In this case, G is a semidirect product of an elementary
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abelian subgroup E(2 ) by a cyclic group of order q : (2n - 1)/3 with g prime.
A similar argument as in Theorem 3 shows that there exists at most one such a
group. This completes the proof. I
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